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Object and documentation  features the history of the clock industry 

* MUSEUM of  NORMAN TRADITIONS & ARTS 

*

*

POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES in DIEPPE for STATICS  

The ESTRAN (City of the sea)

       (Boat Models, compasses, religious objects…)

CHÂTEAU-MUSEE  of  DIEPPE

impressive collection of ivories and works dedicated to the navy

Preferential rates will be negotiated by the AAA for these various activities

Scientific and  technical exposition on the sea and fishing /sea aquariums

SEA SAIL

Mini cruise to discover Alabaster coast with its cliffs, 

MEMORIAL  of   AUGUST  19
th

, 1942

Installed in the old municipal theatre this memorial gathers documents,

  Indoor aquatic entertainment, outdoor sea water swimming pool (50 m).

RALLYS  TOURIST

    objects, models, uniforms. Concerning the allied raid on Dieppe in 1942.

AQUATIC CENTER -SWIMMING POOL   '' Le Carré ''   

Demonstration of a glass-blower’s work

Place:  BLANGY-SUR-BRESLE

  CLOCK MUSEUM

GLASS MUSEUM    Activity already suggested in 2013 but renewed because of its success.
Manufacturing procedure of glass

Situated in the “Mercier” house, built in 16th century with the traditional wooden sections.

(in complement of the activities suggested on AAA village)

 handcraft, industry and trade. 

Faithful rebuilt farm interiors, regional clothing and jewels,

Everyday life’s  objects in High-Normandy from the Middle Ages to 19th century

Ancient center of regional industrial clock history.

Each circuit is traced to allow the discovery of the local tourist attractions

For each itinerary a road-book with the detailed route and  center of interest 

  is given to the crews at the arrival reception

The castle of Martainville is beautiful example of Rebirth architecture in Normandy.

MUSEUM Of HISTORY of the EVERYDAY LIFE 

Place  :  SAINT NICOLAS D’ALIERMONT

Place : SAINT  MARTIN  EN CAMPAGNE

 Various collections of usual objects showing, technical and social  evolution in agriculture,

A  short stop  with lunch is organized on each rally (included in engagement)

POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES  (rally choice)

   authentic documents, uniforms, and various objects.

Place  : FORGES-LES-EAUX

MUSEUM of  RESISTANCE and  DEPORTATION

A retrospective of the war years during World  War II

  With testimonies of Resistance groups in the Bray Country, through 

  It shelters the Museum of Traditions and Norman Arts.

  furniture, and music instruments .

Place: MARTAINVILLE- EPREVILLE

In Saint Nicolas d' Aliermont from 18th century up to our days. 


